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● Goal: Develop computer vision and machine 
learning software to grade Facial Nerve Paralysis 
(FNP) and to assist diagnosis and recovery tracking.

● Observer bias commonly arises when FNP patients 
are seen and diagnosed by clinicians, as reported in 
[1], which showed that a machine learning (ML) 
based approach found less facial asymmetry in 
severe FNP patients and more asymmetry in 
healthy faces than clinicians.

● We hope to train an ML model that grades patient 
facial palsy severity on the House-Brackmann scale.

● Emotrics [2] claims to have accurate results under various conditions; 
however, small image changes, i.e., rotations or adding noise, lead to 
less accurate results. 

● Applying test-time augmentation leads to better results by 
intentionally introducing random small rotations and/or noise and using 
the resulting median of the predicted landmarks.
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● While feature computation can be used to train the ML algorithm to  
grade the severity of FNP, landmarks alone can be used in the training 
and may reduce structural bias.

● Features also serve informative purposes by highlighting certain 
characteristics (i.e., asymmetry in certain regions of the face) that are 
abnormal relative to healthy patients.

Feature Computation

Preliminary Results
● Difference between predicted landmarks and Ground Truth 

landmarks using the Toronto NeuroFace (TNF) Dataset [5].
● Calculation of RMSE to quantitatively compare landmark 

detection accuracy using various algorithm on one image.

● Work in [2] demonstrated successful application of ML in determining whether 
a face is healthy or ill with FNP by using the ML-based software Emotrics [3] 
to automatically predict key facial landmarks from facial images and then 
computing facial features to determine health or illness.

● Emotrics [3] is used as a landmark detector after training on a dataset [4] 
consisting of 60 patients with a spectrum of types and severities of FNP.

● A landmark detector trained on the patient population minimizes potential 
model bias [5].

Conclusions
● Assessed the performance of a landmark predictor and 

applied test-time augmentation to improve accuracy.
● Using the NeuroFace dataset, preliminarily showed that the 

median of augmented points is more accurate.
● After acquiring more patient data, will train the model to 

provide FNP grading with the landmark points as input.
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